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Enhancing Applesoft using ampersand routines

DOUGLAS B. EAMON
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, Whitewater, Wisconsin

Machine language routines, which can provide many useful and unusual applications for BASIC,
run faster than BASIC and usually occupy less memory than comparable BASIC routines. Ex
amples of two types of easy-to-use enhancements to Applesoft BASIC are described. The first type
consists of integrated collections of enhancements and extensions that are used as a group. A
second type allows program developers to select only those routines that are desired. Features
available in several sets of such routines are discussed.

Applesoft BASIC's ampersand (&) jump feature gives
the programmer an easy and fast way to connect machine
language routines to BASIC. When the Applesoft inter
preter encounters an "&," it does an immediate and un
conditional jump to location $3F5 (decimal 1013). This
feature, originally described as being "intended for the
computer's internal use only" and "not a proper
APPLESOFT command" (Apple Computer, 1978,
p. 123), has become the favorite procedure for execut
ing machine language routines from a running Applesoft
program.

Location $3F5 and the 2 bytes that follow are known
as the ampersand jump vector. Since the location is in
RAM, it can be easily modified; that is, it is possible to
place into these locations a IMP (jump) to any location
in memory. If the new location contains a machine lan
guage routine followed by an RTS (return from subrou
tine), the routine will be executed and return control to
the Applesoft statement following the "&." The "&"
is faster, shorter, and easier to use than other ways to use
machine language routines from Applesoft.

Many routines that use this vector (called ampersand
routines) are available to extend and modify Applesoft.
For example, there are routines that replace the missing
PRINT USING command (Bongers, 1982), GOTO and
GOSUB named routines (Sander-Cederlof, 1983), time
responses and intervals (Sanmartin, 1987), insert and de
lete rows or columns into an array (Nick, 1987), provide
in-line editing of strings using word-processor-like com
mands (Smith, 1985), and so on. In addition to enhanc
ing Applesoft as a language, ampersand routines can pro
vide functions not typically found in high-level languages
(e.g., in-line editing). The routines are also faster than
Applesoft routines and usually require less memory than
comparable Applesoft statements.

This paper describes a number of useful routines and
collections of general interest, and provides information
on how several ampersand routines can be easily con
nected to an Applesoft program to be LOADed and
SAVEd along with the program in a "transparent" way
(i.e., without POKEing values to the ampersand jump vee-
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tor or BLOADing the routines each time the program is
run).

There are two major approaches to development of
commercially available ampersand utilities. In the first,
the routines are provided as an integrated and insepara
ble collection. A second approach is to provide routines
that may be individually selected and added to programs.
The major advantage of the first approach is that it is pos
sible to provide many functions with less memory, since
the utilities usually share subroutines. The disadvantages
are that the programmer must always include the entire
set of routines (or preselected subsets), even if not all are
used, and that it is difficult to extend a collected set if
additional routines are desired. The second approach, us
ing individually selected utilities, may be preferable when
only a few routines are needed or when routines from
different sources may be desired. The disadvantages of
adding separate routines are that they usually require
somewhat more memory and that special programs are
needed to add them to the BASIC program.

INTEGRATED PACKAGES

Blankenship BASIC
Blankenship's BBASIC (Blankenship, 1984) is designed

to provide a modular structured BASIC for the Apple.
It both modifies and supplements Applesoft as a language,
providing REPEAT-UNTIL, WHILE-ENDWHILE,
IF-THEN-ELSE, CASE, PERFORM named subroutine,
PRINT. USING, SWAP, SEARCH array, INSTR$,
DEL.ARRAY, SORT, INKEY,INLINE, and other state
ments. Graphics capabilities include BOX and BOXFILL
and a very general DRAW. USING command, which ac
cepts as input a character string. (Each character of the
string causes the cursor to move in one of eight direc
tions, with or without plotting.)

A special VECTOR address command allows the user
to specify an address to which the program will jump if
it encounters an ampersand command not recognized by
BBASIC. This is designed to allow other ampersand com
mands to be used with BBASIC.

The system also includes a program editor that LISTs
programs with loops and IF statements indented for read-
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Note-Substantial portions of the actual program are missing from this
listing.

LISTING 1
Portion of Program Written in BASIC Demonstrating

Various Structured Programming Commands

INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE"

INLINE A$:B = VAL (A$)
UNTIL B > 1 AND B ( 40 AND B

REPEAT
VTAB WT + 3

REPEAT
A= - 1:B ~ A:C = A:D A
REPEAT

VTAB WT + 1
HTAB WL + 1
PRINT "LEFT (0-36) "i
INLINE A$:A = VAL (A$)

UNTIL A > - 1 AND A ( 37
REPEAT

VTAB WT + 2
PRINT "RIGHT ("A + 3"-39)

DEFINE "GET WINDOW"
HCOLOR= 0
BOXFILL WL * 7 ,WT * 8 ,WR * 7 ,W

DEFINE "WINDOW ROUTINES"

NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO N

INPUT "PRESS RETURN"jA$

COMPILE
HGR
DIM WSIZE(S,S)
WL= O:WR = 39:WT = O:WB = 23
HOME
WNUM= 0
PRINT spec 14)"WINDOW DEMO"
REPEAT

VTAB 3: HTAB 1
PRINT "HOW MANY WINDOWS "j
INLINE A$:N = VAL (A$)

UNTIL N < 6
HOME
FOR I = 1 TO N

PERFORM "GET WINDOW"
PERFORM "OPEN WINDOW"
PRINT "THIS IS WINDOW NUMBER "iI

12S0
1260
1270
B * 8
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
13S0
1360
1370
1380
".

I

1390
1400

- A ) 2
1410
1420

1170
iA$
1180
1190
1200

1240

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
10S0
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
11S0
1160

ability. Although BBASIC's commands are implemented
by ampersand jumps, no ampersands appear when a pro
gram is listed; listings are thus uncluttered and easy to
follow. All program segments are procedures; no line
numbers are referenced or needed (GOTO line number
is not supported).

Listing I shows a portion of a BBASIC program that
saves and restores selected portions ofscreen '<windows"
to disk; an example of a screen display produced by the
program is shown in Figure I. Although the text in
Figure 1 is in uppercase letters, BBASIC also allows
lowercase text to be printed on the graphics screen.

The required COMPILE command in Listing 1 causes
BBASIC to construct a table of addresses of the proce
dures defined; use of this table provides much faster pro
gram execution than would be obtained if the program
neededto besearched for the procedures whenever a PER
FORM command was encountered. Other commands are
familiar to users of structured BASICs.

There are two versions ofBBASIC. The standard ver
sion, called simply BBASIC,locates itself in the low end
of memory and moves the Applesoft program above high
resolution graphics page I (HGRI). Since many longer
programs overwrite this memory area, they are commonly
moved above HGRI, and the space below the graphics
memory area would be unused anyway. BBASIC is com
patible with programs that can move DOS 3.3 to a lan
guage card (e.g., Basham, 1982), so the space occupied
by BBASIC (about 8000 bytes) can be recovered in this
way.

An alternate version ofBBASIC, called BBASIC.MM
(the '<MM" means "maximum memory"), locates the
Applesoft program at the beginning of HGRI memory;
this allows recovery of the 8000 bytes needed for high
resolution graphics displays but, obviously, does not allow
high-resolution graphics to be used. Neither version of
BBASIC supports high-resolution graphics page 2.

BBASIC includes 46 new Applesoft commands, an edi
tor, and a renumbering facility. Editing commands ad-

TH IS IS· \.j HmOH Nur'1BEF: 2
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Figure 1. Reproduction of a grapbic:s screen generated by thepro
gram shown in Listing 1. The screen is distorted vertically; the ac
tual appearance of tbe screen shows more space between the lines.

here to the modular structured philosophy: to edit a por
tion of the program, the user enters EDIT "NAME,"
where NAME is the name of a procedure. BBASIC's
LIST command functions similarly.

Blankenship also has written a character editor
(Blankenship, 1985a) and a program that concatenates
many program statements on a single line to conserve
memory (Blankenship, 1985b).
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BBASIC's 12-page instruction manual is printed on
brown paper in tiny print (to discourage photocopying)
and consists mostly of a simple list of the commands avail
able. A separate book may be obtained that describes
structured programming with BBASIC (Blankenship,
1986). BBASIC is available for either DOS 3.3 or
ProDOS.

Short Cuts
ShortCuts (Puckett, 1983) provides a collection of over

30 ampersand routines, including protected INPUT,
PRINT USING, several print justification commands, a
SAVE command that saves the current text screen to
memory for later RECALL, RESET protection, a general
and useful sorting command for strings or numeric ar
rays, and so on. An interesting CONT command allows
the user to define a set of control characters, which, if
entered in an INPUT atatement, will cause the program
to GOTO or GOSUB predefined routines. This command
functions as a CASE statement, except that the branch
is taken only when a control character is entered at the
keyboard during an INPUT. Like BBASIC, Short Cuts
also includes a provision to allow other ampersand com
mands to be connected to the program. An "&&" will
cause the program to jump to the address stored at
$3F6-$3F7 (the normal location for the ampersand jump
address).

There are three versions of Short Cuts, ranging in length
from 4602 bytes (the complete version) to 682 bytes
(which includes only the sorting routines). All three ver
sions are provided in two forms. The first (called the de
velopment form) resets HIMEM and loads itself above
the new value. The second (appendable) form is attached
to the Applesoft program by resetting the end-of-program
pointers; it thus becomes a part of the BASIC program
itself, and is LOADed and SAVEd along with the pro
gram. (See the discussion of the "Workbench" program,
below.)

ShortCuts is not as well integratedas BBASIC, is some
what more difficult to use, and does not have the variety
of features, but it is very inexpensive. It is supplied with
a clear and complete 48-page instruction booklet. It is
available only in a DOS 3.3 version.

TERC BASIC Enhancements
Another collection of routines that has recently become

available is the TERC BASIC Enhancements (Technical
Education Research Center, 1987; see also Nolan, 1987).
Although the TERCBASICEnhancements do not use the
ampersand vector (they are implemented by intercepting
Applesoft text at the CHARGOT routine [see Crossley,
1981, for details]), they share many of the design fea
tures of ampersand-basedcollections. The TERC enhance
ments provide a collection of over 50 extensions and en
hancements, including mixed text and graphics, labeled
subroutines with parameter passing and local variables,
improved INPUT, IF/THEN/ELSE, pop-up menus and

windows, and an interesting and useful DISK GOSUB
command that executes a subroutine on disk and returns
to the calling Applesoft program in memory.

TERC commands are identified by preceding them with
a single quote; for example, 'GOSUB HELP [A$] passes
the variable A$ to the subroutine HELP. Since the am
persand is not used to interface TERC, no difficulties arise
with the use of ampersand commands, and no command
is therefore provided to reset the ampersand jump vector.

Like BBASIC, TERC locates itself in the low end of
memory and moves the Applesoftprogram above the high
resolution graphics area. The user may use HGRI or both
HGRI and HGR2. TERC's MENU generation subrou
tine is quite long (over 1000 bytes), and is located in the
high end of memory at $9600, away from the main part
of the program. Inclusion of the MENU generator is op
tional, and some users may choose to leave it out if
memory space is at a premium.

The TERC collection also contains a well-designed text
editor that is used to write programs, and a program to
"compile" the text source into Applesoft.

Although more complete than Short Cuts, TERC does
not have the feeling of an integrated system as does
BBASIC.

The TERC disk contains a detailed manual (nearly 100
pages), including important source code for the system.
TERC is about 6000 bytes in length. The TERC BASIC
Enhancements are available for ProDOS only.

INDIVIDUALLY SELECTABLE ROUTINES

Although BBASIC, Short Cuts, and the TERC enhance
ments are powerful supplements to Applesoft, many users
may find the amount of memory they occupy rather large,
or may need additional routines not provided by any of
them (e.g., timing routines).

Thus, a second approach to using machine language
routines is needed to enable the programmer to use only
those routines required for specific applications. These
stand-alone routines are typically located in some unused
area of memory, often $300-$3CF if the routine is short
(e.g., Dorfman, 1987), and a jump to that location is set
up by POKEs to the ampersand jump vector. The machine
language routine itself may be either BLOADed into
memory or stored as DATA statements (in decimal for
mat) and READ and then POKEd into memory by the
Applesoft program. A problem with both of these ap
proaches is that an application may need several such rou
tines (e.g., a response timer, an interval timer, special
ized input or editing routines, etc.), which would require
the location of each routine to be POKEd into the amper
sand jump vector just prior to the call. Furthermore, the
routines themselves may be relatively long (500 or more
bytes is not uncommon), so that the amount of memory
occupied by the decimal form of the routine in DATA
statements may be quite large (each character requires
1 byte). Thus, this approach tends to be messy, incon-
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Figure 2. Memory map of Apple n (a) without "Workbench"
loaded (i.e., normal), (b) with "Workbench" loaded and "Toolbox
Interface" added to the Applesoft program, and (c) at run time
("Workbench"removedbut ampersand commands and interface ap
pended to program).

(decimal 103-104). Similarly, the address of the end of
the program is stored at $AF-$BO (decimal 175-176) (see
Figure 2a). Since both of these values are in RAM, it is
possible to adjust them. The "Workbench" does this af
ter moving the Applesoft program up in memory to pro
vide room for itself. In addition, it extends the end-of
program pointer by 203 bytes, creating a "pocket" at the
end of the program. The ampersand interface routine (the
"Toolbox Interface") is placed in this pocket, and be
comes a part of the Applesoft program "envelope," as
shown in Figure 2b. When a new ampersand routine is
to be added to the program, "Workbench" adjusts the
length of the pocket (and therefore the program envelope),
moves the interpreter up in memory by the length of the
ampersand routine to be added, adds the machine code
between itself and the actual end of the Applesoft pro
gram, and adds the command name and the address of
the command to the interpreter command table.

When the programmer has added all of the ampersand
commands needed, the "Workbench" is removed, and
the begining- and end-of-program pointers are readjusted
(see Figure 2c). All of this is done very easily and quickly;
the effect is that when the program is SAVEd to or
LOADed from disk, the entire envelope, including the
interface routine and the ampersand commands, goes
along with it.

venient, memory intensive, and time-consuming both in
executing the POKEs and in typing them in the Applesoft
program initially.

Several attempts to overcome these problems have been
described. One solution was provided by Peterson (1981),
who collected several routines (PRINT USING, REPEAT
PRINT, SWAP, DELETE ARRAY, and others) into one
segment preceded by an interpreter, which identified which
routine was being called and branched appropriately. Peter
son's routines are BRUN in the high area of memory; the
machine language routine itself resets the HIMEM pointer
and stores its own address in the ampersand vector. Peter
son's program is primarily distinguished by its extensi
bility; that is, it was designed to allow additional com
mands to be added to or removed from the main program
segment and the interpreter. Although this simplifies mat
ters considerably, Peterson's routines are not relocatable,
and the programmer must reassemble the entire collec
tion, including the interpreter, with each modification.

In addition to extensibility and relocatability, one would
like the routines to be part of the calling Applesoft pro
gram itself (as with the "applications" version of Short
Cuts); that is, the routine should be loaded and initial
ized along with the BASIC program with a RUN com
mand. Applesoft POKEs can accomplish this, of course,
but they are, again, inconvenient, messy, and time
consuming, particularly if the routine is a longer one
(over, say, 20-30 bytes). A simpler and less memory
intensive solution, the "Lam technique" (see Weishaar
& Kersey, 1985, for details), suffers from the same
problem, and both approaches require the code to be
modified if it is to be relocated.

Golding (1981) described an alternative procedure. In
this "transparent" method, relocatable code is appended
to the end of an Applesoft program, is saved and loaded
along with the program, is moved up or down in memory
with changes in the BASIC program, and does not ap
pear in LIST statements. Unfortunately, the method does
not provide an interpreter, and thus is not easily ex
tensible.

What was needed was an ampersand interpreter that was
at the same time extensible, relocatable, and transparent.
Another desirable feature was that installation of the in
terpreter and the ampersand routines could be done eas
ily by a BASIC programmer who is unfamiliar with as
sembly language. This capability was provided by Meyer,
Peterson, and Wagner (1984), who collected a large num
ber of utilities and provided them in four volumes as the
"Toolbox" series.

Meyer etal's (1984) approach was to develop a pro
gram (called the ' 'Workbench' ') that allows ampersand
commands to be easily added to or removed from an am
persand interpreter. In order to understand how the
"Workbench" works, it is necessary to examine memory
allocation in the Apple.

Normally, an Applesoft program begins at location $801
(decimal 2049). This address is stored at location $67-$68

a
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t----------+ Himem
I I
/ /

/ /
I I
+----------+ Lcraem

Program

+----------+ $800"Normal"
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c
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+----------+ Himem
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Program
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Since Applesoft itself adjusts the end-of-program
pointers whenever changes in the program are made, the
ampersand interpreter and routines tag along with the pro
gram; they are available for use simply by a single call
to point the ampersand vector at the interpreter. Thus,
after the routines are appended to the program, it is only
necessary for the Applesoft program to know where the
"Toolbox Interface" is located. Since the interface is al
ways located at the end of the program envelope and has
a known length, the Applesoft program need only PEEK
the end-of-program pointer and subtract the length of the
interpreter from this value to find the beginning address
of the interpreter. 1

"Workbench" is very easy to use. To add a command
to the program in memory, one need only enter the name
of the command to be added; it is read from the disk and
attached to the machine language portion of the program,
its address is given to the ampersand interpreter, end-of
program pointers are adjusted, and it is ready to use. De
letion of routines is done with equal ease. Commonly used
collections of routines may be saved to disk and attached
as a group to programs. "Workbench" also allows the
program to be searched for ampersand commands and
shows the amount of memory occupied by the Applesoft
program and the machine code (both with "Workbench"
loaded and as it will be with "Workbench" removed).

Applications programs will run with "Workbench" in
stalled, provided there is sufficient RAM and they do not
use high-resolution graphics; these restrictions are not a
problem, however, since the "Workbench" can be re
moved as easily as it is installed ("BRUN WORK
BENCH" to install and "BRUN REMOVE WORK
BENCH" to remove).

The "Toolbox" system is compatible with programs
such as DDOS (Basham, 1982), which moves DOS 3.3
up in memory, and program editors, such as GPLE (Kon
zin, 1982).

All ampersand commands in the "Toolbox" series take
the form

& "NAME", parameter 1, parameter 2, ... ,parameter n.

The "NAME" of the ampersand routine is chosen by the
programmer; the number and type of parameters passed
to the routine are determined by the specific command
called.

The four volumes of "Toolbox" commands provide
many powerful utilities usable by developers of research
and instructional materials for psychology.

The Wizard's Toolbox
The Wizard's Toolbox (Meyer et al., 1984) contains a

general assortment of 30 commands, including PRINT
USING, ARRAY SEARCH, ARRAY SORT, fast GOTO
and GOSUB commands, SWAP, protected STRING IN
PUT, STRING SEARCH, and TONE, as well as several
shape tables for printing characters and numbers on the

high-resolution graphics screens. It also contains an ex
tensive and informative section on creating and using com
mands compatible with "Workbench."

The Video Toolbox
The Video Toolbox (Wagner, 1985) contains 41 com

mands to facilitate input and output, including a MENU
GENERATOR that provides Appleworks-like menus,
FIXED LENGTH INPUT, TIMED INPUT, INPUT US
ING, EDIT STRING, CENTER, and GOTO X Y coor
dinates; commands that allow windows to be created,
saved, and restored; commands that allow text to be
scrolled up, down, left, or right; and eight mouse
commands.

The FIXED LENGTH INPUT command on this disk
is very interesting, not only because it allows editing in
a protected input field (insertion and deletion of charac
ters, etc.), but also because the programmer can pass to
the routine a line number to which the program will au
tomatically branch if the user presses the ESCAPE key
as the first key. In addition, if the user presses a control
character as the first key, this character is saved and the
routine returns to the calling Applesoft program.

The Database Toolbox
The Database Toolbox (Cochard, 1984) contains 44

commands, most of which allow easy and fast manipula
tion of data arrays, including reading and writing arrays
to disk, sorting, using delimited strings, array clearing,
array redimensioning, deleting or adding a row or column
from an array, rounding, matrix multiplication and trans
position, and 12 USR functions (LOG 10, ARC COS,
COTANGENT, ARC SIN, etc.).

Chart 'n Graph Toolbox
The Chart n Graph Toolbox (Scheck & Chapman,

1984) contains 41 commands primarily designed to facili
tate presentation of data on the high-resolution screen.
These include routines for mixed text and graphics, au
tomatic scaling of plots using user-supplied coordinates,
horizontal and vertical labeling of graphs, a FILL AREA
command, 3-D to 2-D projection, graphics dump to
printer commands, and others. This collection will be of
considerable interest to developers of applications in psy
chology. A demonstration sample provided with the sys
tem is designed to show the capabilities of the commands;
it is shown in Figure 3.

Although the screen shown is hopelessly cluttered and
obviously silly, some of the power of the system may be
observed here. Two of the capabilities that make the sys
tem very easy to use are its CLP (clip) command, which
allows the program to define a "clipping window" within
which all plotting will be confined, and the SCL (scale)
command, which accepts values for the left, right, top,
and bottom edges of the clipping window. After these
commands are given, all plotting will be done using the
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Figure 3. Demonstration screenshowingoff the capabilitiesof the
Chart 'n Graph Toolbox (Scheck & Chapman, 1984).

coordinates provided by SCL, which may be defined in
any way desired (e.g., time in milliseconds, standard devi
ation units, etc.). If the program attempts to draw out
side of the clipping window, the command will be ignored;
no error is generated. Horizontal and vertical labels can
be positioned anywhere on the screen; several fonts are
available (including a double-size character set); proce
dures are available to draw on one high-resolution screen
while displaying the other screen, switch display screens,
and so on. The plotting commands also have double high
resolution (192 X 640 pixel) equivalents.

A data management program called "EASY CHART"
allows users to enter X and Y values into a small array
and plot the data in any of the ways shown in Figure 3.

The Chart nGraph Toolbox also contains a "SHAPE
MAKER" program, which allows shapes of up to 17 x
15 pixels to be created and saved to disk in a format that
can be used directly by the ampersand utilities.

General Comments on the Toolbox Series
All of the Toolbox series disks contain a RESET AM

PERSAND VECTOR command, which saves the current
ampersand pointers and allows them to be reset to that
value. This is similar to the VECTOR command of
BBASIC and the "&&" command of Short Cuts, except
that RESET AMPERSAND VECTOR restores the am
persand vector to its value as it was before the toolbox
interface was initialized.

The "Toolbox" collections are provided with clear and
detailed instruction manuals (ranging from 100 to 190
pages), as well as many demonstration programs.
Although the programs are supplied on DOS 3.3, most
can be converted to ProDOS.

OTHER UTILITIES

There are a great many more machine language utili
ties available for Applesoft (see Eamon & Butler, 1987,
for a partial list) . If they are relocatable, virtually any of
these will work with' 'Workbench, " and many will work
with BBASIC or Short Cuts through their ampersand in-
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terface or with TERC BASIC Enhancements. Good
source; for other utilities include popular magazines, such
as Nibble, A+, Call-A.P.P.L.E., and Apple Assembly
Line, and professional journals, such as Behavior
Research Methods, Instruments, & Computers. De
velopers should contact the authors of the routines before
including them in programs for distribution.

COMPATIBILITY

Because all of these sets move the Applesoft program
up in memory and occupy the normal Applesoft
beginning-of-program position, none is easily compati
ble with any other. With some effort, however, it is pos
sible to use BBASIC with the "Toolbox" series; program
mers wishing information on how to do so should contact
the author.

AVAILABILITY

None of the programs mentioned is copy-protected.
None requires user fees or licensing fees, although most
require that a licensing agreement be signed. The pro
grams can be obtained by writing to the following ad
dresses:

BBASIC
Blankenship BASIC
P.O. Box 47934
Atlanta, GA 30362

$25.00 + $2.50 shipping and handling (s/h)
BBASIC is a "shareware" program; that is, it may be le
gally distributed without charge to anyone who wants a
copy. Recipients of the program are allowed 2 weeks to
examine and use the program; if they continue to use it,
they are obligated to send payment to the program author.

Short Cuts
Polarware
521 Hamilton, Box 311
Geneva, IL 60134

$8.95 + $2.50 slh

TERC BASIC Enhancements
A.P.P.L.E. Co-op
290 S.W. 43rd St.
Renton, WA 98055

$4.00 + $2.80 slh
(A.P.P.L.E Co-op members only)
includes manual on disk

or

Sean Nolan
68 Roseland St.
Sommerville, MA 02143

$15.00
includes printed manual plus upgrade disk

TERC BASIC is a public domain program available for
noncommercial use by professional educators and their
students.
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Chart 'n Graph Toolbox
The Database Toolbox
The Video Toolbox
The Wizard's Toolbox

all available from
Roger Wagner Publishing, Inc.
P.O. Box 582
Santee, CA 92071

$39.95 each
Trial Size Toolbox may be obtained for $1 from the above
address. This includes a variety of commands from the
"Toolbox" series, along with a coupon entitling the pur
chaser to substantial price reductions. The "Toolbox" se
ries may also be obtained at reduced rates from many re
tail outlets.
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NOTE

I. The interface is actually called at an internal entry point 46 bytes
from the end-of-program pointer.




